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The strong rally off the May lows is showing signs of stalling 
as it approaches the first level of significant resistence (R1).  
The S&P 500 Index remains in a downtrend and is -14.3% 
below its all-time high set in January. 

 

The Nasdaq Composite Index rallied off the May lows as well 
but has not reached the first significant level of resistance, at 
least not yet.  The index is -25.2% below its all-time high set 
back in November 2021.  

 

Junk bonds, as represented by the BAML High Yield Master II 
Index, had an impressive rally along with the rest of the stock 
market over the last two weeks but looks like it may be 
reaching some resistance at its 50-day moving average.  A 
decline in the junk bond index at this point would point to a 
continuation of the bear market decline. 

Despite the impressive rally over the last two weeks, there is no indication that the bear market decline that started earlier 
this year is over.  The series of declining peaks in the equity indices reflect a down trending market and this is confirmed by 
the junk bond index.  The factors driving the current decline, including supply chain issues, high inflation and a Fed set on 
tightening monetary policy, continue to create a high-risk market environment.   

The RGB Core and Balanced strategies are very conservatively positioned with a small allocation to funds that are not 
correlated to the market.  The equity portion of the Flex+ and Balanced strategies remain in cash. If market conditions 
improve, we will adjust the portfolios accordingly. 

RGB Perspectives is provided for general information purposes only.  It does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy a security and is not an offer 
to provide any specific investment advice. Securities held in the RGB models are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future performance. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Individual account results will vary from RGB models due to timing of investment, amount 
of investment and actual securities used.  Advisory fees are deducted within the first month of the quarter for the prior quarter.  Most data and charts are 
provided by www.fasttrack.net or www.stockcharts.com .  RGB Capital Group contact info: (858) 367-5200. Email: info@rgbcapitalgroup.com 
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